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Abstract

This paper studies the one-way communication complexity ofthesubgroup membership problem, a
classical problem closely related to basic questions in quantum computing. Here Alice receives, as input,
a subgroupH of a finite groupG; Bob receives an elementx ∈ G. Alice is permitted to send a single
message to Bob, after which he must decide if his inputx is an element ofH. We prove the following
upper bounds on the classical communication complexity of this problem in the bounded-error setting:

1. The problem can be solved withO(log|G|) communication, provided the subgroupH is normal.

2. The problem can be solved withO(dmax· log|G|) communication, wheredmax is the maximum of
the dimensions of the irreducible complex representationsof G.

3. For any primep not dividing|G|, the problem can be solved withO(dmax· logp) communication,
wheredmax is the maximum of the dimensions of the irreducibleFp-representations ofG.

1 Introduction

Background The power of quantum computing in various settings has been gradually clarified by many
researchers: some problems can be solved on quantum computers much more efficiently than on classical
computers, while others cannot. One computational model that has been extensively studied in this light
is the communication complexity model. In particular,one-way communicationis one of the simplest
settings but it has rich connections to areas such as information theory, coding theory, on-line computing,
and learning theory. Therefore, its quantum version has then been the target of intensive research [Aar05,
INRY07, Kla07, GKK+07].

Let f : X×Y → {0,1} be a Boolean function, whereX andY are arbitrary sets. The one-way commu-
nication task associated tof is the following: Alice has an inputx∈ X, Bob has an inputy∈Y and the goal
is for Bob to outputf (x,y). The assumption here is that only one message can be sent, from Alice to Bob,
and the communication cost of a protocol is the number of bitsof this message on the worst-case input. We
say that a protocol forf has completeness errorε if it outputs 1 with probability at least 1− ε whenever
f (x,y) = 1, and soundness errorδ if it outputs 0 with probability at least 1− δ wheneverf (x,y) = 0. The
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one-way classical bounded-error communication complexity of f , denoted byR1( f ), is the minimum, over
all protocolsP for f with completeness and soundness error 1/3, of the communication cost ofP. The
one-way quantum bounded-error communication complexity of f , denoted byQ1( f ), is defined similarly,
but a quantum message can be used this time from Alice to Bob, and the number of qubits of the message is
considered (in this paper we suppose that there is no prior entanglement and no shared randomness between
Alice and Bob). Obviously for any functionf , the relationQ1( f ) ≤ R1( f ) ≤ ⌈log2 |X|⌉ holds.

One of the main open problems in quantum communication complexity is to understand how large the
gap betweenR1 and Q1 can be. For partial functions (functions restricted to somedomainR⊂ X ×Y
or, equivalently, functions with a promise on their inputs), an exponential separation between these two
quantities has been shown recently in [GKK+07]. However the situation for total functions is far less clear:
the largest gap known is an asymptotic factor of 2 [Win04].

In the exact setting, i.e., the setting where no error and no giving up are allowed, the quantum and
classical one-way communication complexities are known tobe the same for any total function [Kla07]. In
the unbounded-error setting, i.e., the setting where any error probability less than 1/2 is allowed, it is known
that the gap is exactly a factor 2 for both partial and total functions [INRY07]. Although bounded-error is
a notion between the exact and unbounded-error, we stress that the bounded-error setting usually behaves
quite differently from the other two in the case of total functions, e.g., for two-way communication there is a
quadratic gap in the bounded-error setting [KS92, AA05] whereas in the exact setting no gap is known and,
in the unbounded-error setting, the gap is again exactly a factor 2 [INRY07].

Note also that for total functions in the bounded-error setting, quadratic gaps are known in the two-way
model [KS92, AA05] and exponential gaps are known in the simultaneous message-passing model [NS96,
BCWdW01]; and these models are respectively stronger and weaker than the one-way model. Thus,
whether a superlinear gap betweenR1 and Q1 can be achieved for some total function is an intriguing
question.

The subgroup membership function Many of the problems for which quantum computation is more
powerful than classical computation have group-theoreticstructure. In particular, Watrous [Wat00] has used
the subgroup membership problem (as a computational problem) to separate the complexity classesMA and
QMA relative to an oracle. Inspired by Watrous’s work [Wat00], we propose the subgroup membership
function as a candidate to show a superlinear gap betweenR1 andQ1. Let G be any finite group, and letHG

denote the set of subgroups ofG. Then the subgroup membership function forG, denoted by MEMBG, is
the function with domainHG×G such that

MEMBG(H,y) =

{

1 if y∈ H
0 if y /∈ H.

For any groupG, the upper bound|HG| ≤ 2(log2 |G|)2
follows easily from the fact that any subgroup of

G is generated by at most log2 |G| elements.1 Furthermore, there exist families of groupsG such that
|HG|= 2Ω((log|G|)2): for example, the abelian groupsG= Zr

2 with r ≥ 1. Thus there exist groupsG for which
the “trivial protocol,” wherein Alice simply sends Bob the name of her subgroup, requiresΘ((log|G|)2)
communication. The one-way classical communication complexity of the function MEMBG was previously
considered by Miltersen et al. [MNSW98], who showed that forthe family of groupsG = Zr

2, any one-way
protocol with perfect soundness and completeness error 1/2 requiresΩ((log|G|)2)-bit communication. For
certain groupsG, we conjecture thatΩ((log|G|)2)-bit communication is needed even if the completeness
and soundness errors are both 1/3.

1Borovik, Pyber, and Shalev [BPS96] have improved this naivebound to|G|(1/4+o(1)) log2 |G|.
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On the other hand, there is a simplequantumone-way protocol, usingO(log|G|)-bit communication,
by which Bob can compute MEMBG with perfect completeness and constant soundness for any group G.
In this protocol—inspired by [Wat00]—Alice sends the quantum state|H〉 = |H|−1/2∑h∈H |h〉. Bob then
creates the state1√

2
(|H〉|0〉+ |yH〉|1〉) where|yH〉= |H|−1/2∑h∈H |yh〉, applies a Hadamard gate on the last

register, and measures it in the basis{|0〉, |1〉} to decide which of|H〉= |yH〉 and〈H|yH〉= 0 holds.
Thus, proving that there exists a family of groupsG such thatR1(MEMBG) = Ω((log|G|)2) would lead

to a quadratic separation betweenR1 andQ1 for a total function. In other words, a major objective has been
to prove a 2-sided-error version of the lower bound by Miltersen et al. [MNSW98] mentioned above. Apart
from the goal of proving a separation betweenR1 andQ1, we believe that the communication complexity of
deciding subgroup membership is interesting in itself, since the latter is a key task in most group-theoretic
computational problems.

Overview of our results In this paper we present three upper bounds on the one-way classical communi-
cation complexity of the subgroup membership function:

• We give a classical protocol using⌈log2 |G|⌉-bit communication, with perfect completeness and con-
stant soundness, for the subgroup membership function in the case where Alice’s subgroupH is
normal. This suggests that in order to obtain a separation betweenR1 andQ1 using the subgroup
membership problem, one must consider groups with many nonnormal subgroups. We also present a
lower bound which is tight for some families of groups. Notice that this situation appears to be similar
to the status of the Hidden Subgroup Problem: there exists anefficient quantum algorithm solving the
problem in the case where the hidden subgroup is normal [HRTS03]; without the normality condition,
however, very little is known. Our results rely on the theoryof characters of finite groups and espe-
cially on the connection between kernels of irreducible characters and normal subgroups, as did the
algorithms of [HRTS03].

• Let p be a prime not dividing|G|. Then we show thatR1(MEMBG) = O(dp
max · logp), wheredp

max

is the maximum dimension of an irreducibleFp-representation ofG. This result uses a beautiful
characterization of the subspaces of the group algebraFp[G] stabilized byH. We remark that for any
group G of exponentm (which is to say thatgm = 1 for all g ∈ G), we havedp

max ≤ d0
maxordm(p),

whered0
max is the maximum dimension of a complex irreducible representation ofG and ordm(p) is

the order ofp in Z∗
m, the multiplicative group of the integers relatively primeto m. In particular, as

there is always a primep of sizeO(log|G|) relatively prime to|G|, this protocol has complexity no
more thanO(d0

max·m· log log|G|).

• Finally, we show thatR1(MEMBG) = O(d0
max· log|G|), whered0

max is the maximum dimension of an
irreducible complex representation ofG. This upper bound is obtained by a protocol that mirrors the
technique utilized in the modular case by suitably discretizing the vector spaceCd and controlling
“geometric expansion” around invariant spaces. One corollary is that any family of groups with
an abelian subgroup of constant index has a protocol with complexity O(log|G|). In particular, for
groups such asG = Z2 ⋉Zn

2, the action ofZ2 on Zn
2 being to reverse the order of the coordinates, we

haveR1(MEMBG) = O(log|G|).
These results suggest a nontrivial connection between the representation theory of the groupG and the

subgroup membership problem, and provide natural candidates for which a superlinear separation between
R1(MEMBG) andQ1(MEMBG) may be obtained: groups with large irreducible representations and many
nonnormal subgroups, e.g., the symmetric group.
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2 Preliminaries

We assume the reader is familiar with basic concepts of grouptheory. Here we introduce some notions
from representation theory that we will need. In this paper,G always denotes a finite group and 1 denotes
its identity element.

Group representations Let F be a field whose characteristic does not divide the order ofG (so the char-
acteristic ofF could be zero). AnF-representationρ of G is a homomorphism fromG to GL(V), the group
of invertible linear transformations over a vector spaceV (over the fieldF). The dimensionof ρ is the
dimension ofV. We say that a representationρ : G → GL(Vρ) is irreducible if the only subspaces ofVρ
simultaneously fixed by the entire family of linear operators ρ(g) are the trivial ones:{0} andVρ .

Thegroup algebraF[G] is theF-algebra of formal sums

∑
g∈G

αg ·eg , αg ∈ F ,

with coordinatewise addition and multiplication defined bylinearly extending the ruleeg ·eh = egh. Note
thatF[G] has dimension|G| as a vector space overF. The natural action ofG on the group algebra defines
the regular representation: the action ofx ∈ G on a vectorv = ∑g∈G αg ·eg in F[G] is denoted byxv and
defined as

xv = ∑
g∈G

αg ·exg.

Now, if H is a subgroup ofG, let

IH = {v ∈ F[G] | hv = v for all h∈ H}

be the subspace ofH-invariant vectors ofF[G]. It is easy to check that a vectorv lies in IH if and only if v is
constant on each left coset ofH in G. LetSG:H be the set of right cosets ofH in G. The vectorsvS = ∑g∈Seg

for S∈ SG:H form a basis ofIH and thus

dimIH = [G : H] ,

where[G : H] = |SG:H | = |G|/|H| denotes the index ofH in G.
A theorem of Maschke’s (see, e.g., [CR06, Ser77]) asserts that F[G] is semi-simple, i.e.,F[G] can be

written as the direct sum of a family of irreducible representations. In this case, a theorem of Wedder-
burn’s [Ser77, CR06] asserts that each irreducible representation appears with multiplicity equal to its di-
mension:

F[G] =
⊕

ρ∈Irr(G,F)

V
⊕dρ
ρ ,

where Irr(G,F) denotes the set of (representatives of) all the irreducibleF-representationsρ : G→ GL(Vρ)
anddρ denotes the dimension ofρ . If IH(ρ) is the subspace ofVρ pointwise fixed byH, we see that

IH =
⊕

ρ∈Irr(G,F)

[IH(ρ)]⊕dρ ,

and conclude that

∑
ρ∈Irr(G,F)

dρ dimIH(ρ) = [G : H] . (1)
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Complex characters Let F be the complex fieldC. For anyC-representationρ of G, the character ofρ is
the functionχ : G→ C such thatχ(g) = tr(ρ(g)) for anyg∈ G, where tr denotes the trace. Characters are
conjugacy class functions: the relationχ(gg′g−1) = χ(g′) holds for any two elementsg,g′ of G. Moreover,
the valueχ(1) is the dimension of the representationρ . The kernel ofχ , denoted by ker(χ), is defined as
ker(χ) = {g∈ G |χ(g) = χ(1)}. It is easy to see that ker(χ) is a subgroup ofG.

A character is said to be irreducible if it is the character ofan irreducible representation. Denote by
Char(G) the set of irreducible (complex) characters ofG. The relation∑χ∈Char(G)[χ(1)]2 = |G| is well-
known and implies the inequality|Char(G)| ≤ |G|. Let H be a normal subgroup ofG. Denote

ΛH = {χ ∈ Char(G) |H ≤ ker(χ)}.

Then the relation

∑
χ∈ΛH

[χ(1)]2 = [G : H] (2)

holds (see, e.g., [Isa76]).

3 Normal subgroups

In this section we give an efficient classical protocol computing the subgroup membership function in the
special case where Alice’s subgroupH is normal. Our protocol is actually more general: we show that one
can decide efficiently membership in the normal closure ofH, denoted byH (the smallest normal subgroup
of G containingH).

The protocol testing normal closure membership, denoted byNORM(G), is as follows.

Protocol NORM(G)

ALICE’ S INPUT: a subgroupH ∈ HG.
BOB’ S INPUT: an elementy∈ G.
BOB’ S OUTPUT: z∈ {0,1}.

1 Alice chooses a random elementµ of ΛH with probability [µ(1)]2|H|/|G|;
2 Alice sends the name ofµ to Bob;
3 Bob outputs 1 ifµ(y) = µ(1) and outputs 0 otherwise.

Observe that by equation (2), the weights of Step 1 do indeed determine a probability distribution. Notice
that |ΛH | ≤ |G| sinceΛH ⊆ Char(G) and|Char(G)| ≤ |G|. Thus Protocol NORM(G) can be implemented
using⌈log2 |G|⌉ bits of communication. We now show the correctness of this protocol.

Proposition 1. On any input(H,y), ProtocolNORM(G) outputs1 with probability1 if y ∈ H, and outputs
0 with probability at least1/2 if y /∈ H.

Proof. If y∈ H, then for any elementµ in ΛH the equalityµ(y) = µ(1) holds. Then Bob always outputs 1.
Protocol NORM(G) has thus perfect completeness.

Now suppose thaty /∈ H. DenoteB = {χ ∈ ΛH |χ(y) = χ(1)}. The error probability of the protocol is

|H|
|G| ∑

χ∈B
[χ(1)]2.
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To conclude our proof, we now prove that

∑
χ∈B

[χ(1)]2 ≤ |G|
2|H| .

Let K denote the normal closure of the setH∪{y} in G. Remember that the normal closure of a setS⊆ G is
the smallest normal subgroup ofG includingS, and can be defined explicitly as the subgroup ofG generated
by all the elementsgzg−1 for g∈ G andz∈ S. Sincey /∈ H the subgroupH is a proper subgroup ofK. In
particular|K|/|H| ≥ 2. We now claim thatB = ΛK . Then Equation (2) implies that

∑
χ∈B

[χ(1)]2 = ∑
χ∈ΛK

[χ(1)]2 = [G : K] ≤ |G|
2|H| .

The proof of the claim follows. First suppose thatχ is an element ofΛK . Thenχ(y) = χ(1) and thusχ ∈ B.
Now suppose thatχ is an element ofB. ThenH ∪{y} ⊆ ker(χ). From the basic properties of characters,
we conclude thatK ⊆ ker(χ) and thusχ ∈ ΛK .

Given a finite groupG, let H ∗
G be the set of normal subgroups ofG. Since for a normal subgroupH of

G we haveH = H, we conclude that Protocol NORM(G) solves the restriction of MEMBG to the domain
H ∗

G ×G (notice that this is still a total function).

Theorem 1. For any finite group G, the restriction of MEMBG to the domainH ∗
G ×G can be computed

with perfect completeness and soundness error1/2 by communicating at most⌈log2 |G|⌉ bits.

We now show a simple lower bound on the communication complexity of MEMBG. We first recall the
definition of the VC-dimension of a set of functions [VC71].

Definition 1. LetΣ be a set of Boolean functions over a finite domain Y . We say thata set S⊆Y is shattered
byΣ if for every subset R⊆S there exists a functionσR⊆ Σ such that∀y∈S,(σR(y) = 1 if and only if y∈R).
The largest size of set S over all S shattered byΣ is the VC-dimension ofΣ, denoted by VC(Σ).

We say that a subsetS of a finite groupG is an independent subset ofG if, for eachg ∈ S, element
g cannot be written as any product of elements ofS\{g}. We denote byγ(G) the maximal size of an
independent subset ofG. Notice that, for any finite groupG, the inequalityγ(G) ≤ log2 |G| holds. We now
state our lower bound.

Proposition 2. Q1(MEMBG) = Ω(γ(G)). In particular, the family of groups G= Zr
2 for r ≥ 1 satisfies

Q1(MEMBG) = Ω(log|G|).
Proof. For each subgroupH ∈HG, define the functionfH : G→{0,1} as fH(y) = MEMBG(H,y) for every
y∈ G. DenoteΣ = { fH |H ∈ HG}. A result by Klauck [Kla07] shows thatQ1(MEMBG) ≥ (1−h(1/3)) ·
VC(Σ), whereh is the binary entropy function.

Let g1, . . . ,gγ(G) be distinct elements ofG such thatS= {g1, . . . ,gγ(G)} is a subset of independent el-
ements ofG. The subsetS⊆ G is shattered byΣ since it is easy to show that, for any subsetR⊆ S, the
function f〈R〉 is such that∀y∈ S, f〈R〉(y) = 1 if and only if y∈ R (here〈R〉 denotes the subgroup generated
by the elements in R). ThenVC(Σ) ≥ γ(G) andQ1(MEMBG) ≥ (1−h(1/3)) · γ(G).

The second part of the proposition follows from the observation that each groupZr
2 is also a vector space

of dimensionr over the finite fieldZ2 and, thus,γ(Zr
2) = r = log2(|Zr

2|).

Proposition 2 shows that, for the family of groupsG = Zr
2, Protocol NORM(G) is optimal up to a

constant factor.
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4 Algorithms for groups with small modular representations

In this section we present a protocol computing the group membership function for groups with small mod-
ular representations. LetFq be a finite field with characteristicp not dividing |G|. Our protocol, denoted by
MOD-REP(G,Fq), is the following.

Protocol MOD-REP(G,Fq)

ALICE’ S INPUT: a subgroupH ∈ HG.
BOB’ S INPUT: an elementy∈ G.
BOB’ S OUTPUT: z∈ {0,1}.

1 Alice chooses a representationρ : G→ GL(Vρ) in Irr(G,Fq) with probability |H|·dρ ·dimIH (ρ)
|G| ;

2 Alice chooses a random vectorv ∈ IH(ρ) ⊆Vρ ;
3 Alice sends the name ofρ and the vectorv to Bob;
4 Bob outputs 1 ifρ(y)v = v and outputs 0 otherwise.

Observe that by equation (1), the weights of Step 1 do indeed determine a probability distribution.
We now show the correctness of this protocol.

Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group andFq be a finite field of characteristic p not dividing|G|. Protocol
MOD-REP(G,Fq) computes MEMBG with perfect completeness and constant soundness error. Its commu-
nication complexity is at most⌈log2 |G|⌉+dq

max · ⌈log2q⌉ bits, where dqmax is the maximum dimension of an
irreducibleFq-representation of G.

Proof. Note that the protocol is clearly complete: ify∈ H, then Bob always accepts.
To establish soundness, lety /∈ H and defineK = 〈H,y〉, the smallest subgroup containing bothH andy.

Remember thatIK(ρ) denotes the subspace ofVρ pointwise fixed byK. We see that

Eρ

[

dimIK(ρ)

dimIH(ρ)

]

= ∑
ρ

|H|dρ dimIK(ρ)

|G| =
|H|
|K| =

1
[K : H]

≤ 1
2

,

again by equation (1). Observe, then, thatIK(ρ) ⊆ IH(ρ) and so

Eρ

[

dimIK(ρ)

dimIH(ρ)

]

≥ Pr[IK(ρ) = IH(ρ)].

Then
Pr[IK(ρ) 6= IH(ρ)] = 1−Pr[IK(ρ) = IH(ρ)] ≥ 1/2.

WhenIK(ρ) 6= IH(ρ), the vectorv chosen by Alice has probability no more than 1/q to be inIK(ρ). Then
ρ(y)v 6= v with constant probability in her choices ofρ andv.

Since|Irr(G,Fq)| ≤ |G|, the communication complexity of the protocol is at most⌈log2 |G|⌉+ dq
max ·

⌈log2q⌉.

In light of the complexity guarantee of the protocol above, it is natural to ask how the dimensions of the
irreducible representations of a finite groupG compare over various fields and, especially, how the modular
case compares to the complex case. When the group algebras involved are semi-simple (as they are in this
paper due to our insistence thatp 6 | |G|), there is a tight connection expressed in the following proposition.
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Proposition 3. Let G be a finite group of exponent m and p be any prime not dividing |G|. Then the relation
dp

max≤ d0
maxordm(p) holds, where d0max is the maximum dimension of a complex irreducible representation

of G, dp
max is the maximum dimension of an irreducibleFp-representation of G, and ordm(p) is the order of

p in Z∗
m, the multiplicative group of the integers relatively primeto m.

Proof. This is a consequence of the “c-d-e triangle” (see [Ser77]). See Appendix A for a brief discussion.

As there always exists a primep of sizeO(log|G|) that does not divide|G|, we obtain the following
corollary.

Corollary 1. R1(MEMBG) = O(d0
max ·m· log log|G|), where m denotes the exponent of G and d0

max is the
maximum dimension of a complex irreducible representationof G.

5 Algorithms for groups with small C-representations

We now focus on the case where the dimensions of the irreducible C-representations ofG is under control.
The key idea is to discretize the protocol given in the previous section. To achieve this goal we use the
concept of anε-net of a sphere. (As our nets will lie in the vector spaces acted upon by the irreps ofG, we
define them as subsets of complex Hilbert spaces.)

Definition 2. Let V be a finite-dimensional complex Hilbert space. Anε-netof V is a finite family of unit-
vectors N⊆V so that for every unit-length vectorw ∈V, there is a vectorn ∈ N so that|〈n,w〉|2 > 1− ε2.

Proposition 4. For anyε > 0 and for any complex Hilbert space V of dimension d, there exists anε-net of
size at most(4/ε)2d.

Proof. For any dimensiond and distanceε > 0, there is a set of pointsA ⊂ Sd−1 of cardinality no more
than(4/ε)d with the property that every point ofSd−1 has distance no more thanε from some point ofA
(see, e.g., [Mat02,§3.1]). This yields a set with analogous properties of size nomore than(4/δ )2d−1 for the
complexd-sphere, which has the same metric as the real 2d−1 sphere. Note that ifv andw are two unit
vectors ofV, we may writev = 〈v,w〉w+ r with 〈r ,w〉 = 0 in which case,‖r‖ ≤ ‖v−w‖. The statement of
the proposition follows.

Our protocol requires the choice of a sufficiently denseε-net for each irreducible representation in
Irr(G,C). This choice is independent of the inputs of the protocol andso can be done by Alice and Bob
without communication. The protocol is as follows.

Protocol COMP-REP(G,ε)

ALICE’ S INPUT: a subgroupH ∈ HG

BOB’ S INPUT: an elementy∈ G
BOB’ S OUTPUT: z∈ {0,1}.

1 Alice and Bob agree on anε-netNρ of Vρ for eachρ : G→ GL(Vρ) in Irr(G,C);

2 Alice chooses a representationρ : G→ GL(Vρ) in Irr(G,C) with probability |H|·dρ ·dimIH (ρ)
|G| ;

3 Alice chooses a random (according to Haar measure) unit length vectorv ∈ IH(ρ) ⊆Vρ ;
4 Alice sends Bob the name ofρ and the closest vectorn in Nρ to the vectorv;
5 If |1−〈ρ(y)(n),n〉| ≤ 2ε , then Bob outputs 1;

Otherwise|1−〈ρ(y)(n),n〉| > 2ε , and Bob outputs 0.

8



Observe that by equation (1), the weights at Step 2 do indeed determine a probability distribution on
Irr(G,C). Ideally, at Step 3, Alice would communicatev to Bob: Bob could then check ifρ(y)(v) = v
and, if so, would figure thaty∈ H. If ρ(y)(v) 6= v, Bob would be sure thaty 6∈ H, sinceIH(ρ) is precisely
the fixed space ofH. The proof below shows that by sending a sufficiently close approximation tov, Bob
can still answer confidently.

The following theorem states the correctness and the communication complexity of this protocol.

Theorem 3. There exists a choice ofεG such that ProtocolCOMP-REP(G,εG) computes MEMBG with
perfect completeness and constant soundness error by communicating O(d0

max · log|G|) bits, where d0max
denotes the maximum dimension of an irreducibleC-representation of G.

Proof. As the name of the representationρ can be encoded using⌈log2 |G|⌉ bits, the communication com-
plexity of the protocol will be dominated by the number of bits necessary to encode the vectorn. We will
show that a choiceε = εG = Ω(1/(|G|2poly log|G|)) suffices to achieve perfect completeness and constant
soundness. According to Proposition 4, such anε-net can be indexed withO(dρ log|G|) bits. This gives our
upper bound.

We proceed with the analysis of the completeness and soundness of the protocol.

CompletenessObserve that ify ∈ H, then the vectorv chosen by Alice in the protocol is fixed byρ(y).
Recall that Alice sends Bob a vectorn for which |〈n,v〉|2 ≥ 1− ε2; writing

n = 〈n,v〉v+ r

(where〈r ,v〉 = 0) we have
1 = 〈n,n〉 = |〈n,v〉|2 + 〈r , r〉

and‖r‖ ≤ ε . Considering that
〈ρ(y)n,n〉 = |〈n,v〉|2 + 〈ρ(y)r ,n〉

we conclude that

|1−〈ρ(y)n,n〉| =
∣

∣1−|〈n,v〉|2−〈ρ(y)r ,n〉
∣

∣ ≤
(

1−|〈n,v〉|2
)

+ |〈ρ(y)r ,n〉| ≤ ε2 + |〈ρ(y)r ,n〉| .

Recall thatρ(y) is unitary, so that‖ρ(y)r‖ = ‖r‖. Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

|1−〈ρ(y)n,n〉| ≤ ε2+‖r‖ ≤ ε2+ ε .

As ε < 1, we haveε2+ ε ≤ 2ε and it follows that the protocol has perfect completeness.

SoundnessWe wish to show that for sufficiently smallε (= 1/poly|G|), the protocol has constant soundness.
Assume thaty 6∈ H and letK = 〈H,y〉, the smallest subgroup containingH andy. Our goal will be to show
that with constant probability〈v,ρ(y)v〉 is far from 1, in which case the same can be said ofn so long asε
is sufficiently small.

From equation (1),

Eρ

[

dimIK(ρ)

dimIH(ρ)

]

= ∑
ρ

|H|dρ dimIK(ρ)

|G| =
|H|
|K| =

1
[K : H]

≤ 1
2

.

Then, with constant probability, the subspace ofIH(ρ) fixed by y has dimension no more than 2/3 ·
dimIH(ρ). We may write the vectorv ∈ IH(ρ) asv = vy +v′, wherevy ∈ IK(ρ) andv′ ∈ [IK(ρ)]⊥, the space

9



perpendicular toIK(ρ). We then haveρ(y)vy = vy andvy ∈ IK(ρ) ⊂ IH(ρ). Now, asv is chosen uniformly
on the unit sphere inVρ , we haveEv[‖vy‖2] = dimIK(ρ)/dimIH(ρ) and the probability

Prρ,v[‖v′‖2 ≥ 1/6] is lower bounded by a constant.2 We wish to conclude that, conditioned on the event
‖v′‖2 ≥ 1/6, the value

〈v′,ρ(y)v′〉
‖v′‖2

cannot be too close to 1. We will show, in fact, that the real part is appropriately bounded below 1.
Consider the restriction of the representationρ : G→GL(Vρ) chosen by Alice to the subgroupK: specif-

ically, we may decomposeVρ as an orthogonal direct sum ofK-invariant subspaces:

Vρ =
⊕

i

Wσi ,

where eachσi is in Irr(K,C) (but copies of the same irrep may appear several times in the direct sum). In
this decomposition,vy is precisely the projection ofv into the subspace

⊕

i : σi=1Wσi corresponding to the
copies of the trivial representation;v′, on the other hand, lies solely in

⊕

i : σi 6=1Wσi . As bothv andvy lie
in IH(ρ), the differencev′ does as well and the projection ofv′ into eachWσi is H-invariant (that is, lies in
IH(σi)). With this in mind, we shall upper bound

ℜ〈v′,ρ(y)v′〉
‖v′‖2

by controlling

λy , max
σ 6=1

max
w∈IH (σ)

ℜ〈w,σ(y)w〉
‖w‖2

taken over all nontrivial irrepsσ of K and all H-invariant vectorsw in Wσ . In particular, writingv′ =

∑i : σi 6=1v′i (with eachv′i lying in Wσi ), we have‖v′‖2 = ∑i : σi 6=1‖v′i‖2 and

ℜ〈v′,ρ(y)v′〉 = ∑
i : σi 6=1

ℜ〈v′i ,ρ(y)v′i〉 ≤ ∑
i : σi 6=1

λy‖v′i‖2 = λy‖v′‖2 .

Observe that ifA is a set of generators forH andw is anH-invariant vector ofWσ ,

〈w,σ(y)w〉 = 〈w,σ(y)SAw〉

whereSA = Sσ
A = 1

|A| ∑a∈A σ(a). Then

λy ≤ max
σ 6=1

max
w∈Wσ

ℜ〈w,σ(y)SAw〉
‖w‖2 .

(Note that the vectorw is not constrained to beH-invariant in this expression.) If we chooseA to be a
symmetric generating set (so thata∈ A⇔ a−1 ∈ A) thenSA is self-adjoint andσ(y) is unitary so that

max
σ 6=1

max
‖w‖=1

ℜ〈w,σ(y)SAw〉 = max
σ 6=1

max
‖w‖=1

1
2

[

〈w,σ(y)SAw〉+ 〈w,SAσ(y−1)w〉
]

.

2Of course, when dimIK(Vρ ) < 2/3dimIH(Vρ ), the random variable‖v′‖2 possesses much stronger concentration around the
expected value than this.
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As the operatorσ(y)SA +SAσ(y−1) is Hermitian, we have

max
σ 6=1

max
‖w‖=1

ℜ〈w,σ(y)SAw〉 ≤ max
σ 6=1

∥

∥

∥

∥

σ(y)SA +SAσ(y−1)

2

∥

∥

∥

∥

where‖ · ‖ denotes the operator norm.
In order to control this operator norm, observe that the linear operator(1/2)

[

σ(y)SA +SAσ(y−1)
]

is
precisely given by the left action of the group algebra element

[A,y] ,
1

2|A|

[

∑
a∈A

eya+ ∑
a∈A

eay−1

]

∈ C[K] (3)

on the invariant subspaceWσ of C[K] corresponding to the representationσ . Alternatively, we may consider
the Cayley graph on the groupK given by the symmetric generating (multi-)setyA∪Ay−1. The (normalized)
adjacency matrix of this Cayley graph is identical to the regular representation evaluated at the group algebra
element (3) above. AsyA∪Ay−1 is a (symmetric) generating set forK, the operator norm ofσ([A,y]) is
bounded below 1 for each nontrivialσ (see, e.g., [HLW06]). In order to conclude the proof, we require
explicit bounds on this spectral gap.

A result of Erdős and Renyi [ER65] asserts that we may selecta set of generatorsA for H of size
O(log|H|) so that the diameter of the resulting Cayley graph (generated by A overH) is O(log|H|). Con-
sidering that the diameter ofA (as generators forH) is O(log|H|), it is easy to see that the setyA∪Ay−1

induces a Cayley graph onK of diameter no more thanO([K : H] log|H|).
Now we may invoke a theorem of Babai [Bab91] asserting that the second eigenvalue of any (undirected)

Cayley graph with degreed and diameter∆ is no more thand−Ω(1/∆2). (If we normalize the adjacency
matrix by degree, the second eigenvalue is no more than 1−Ω(1/(d∆2)).) We conclude that

ℜ
〈v′,ρ(y)v′〉

‖v′‖2 ≤ λy ≤ max
σ 6=1

∥

∥

∥

∥

σ(y)SA +SAσ(y−1)

2

∥

∥

∥

∥

≤ 1−Ω
(

1

[K : H]2 log3 |H|

)

and, considering that‖v′‖2 ≥ 1/6, that

ℜ〈v,ρ(y)v〉 ≤ ‖vy‖2 +
ℜ〈v′,ρ(y)v′〉

‖v′‖2 · ‖v′‖2 ≤ 1−Ω
(

1

[K : H]2 log3 |H|

)

.

Finally, Alice’s n can be writtenn = v+ r with ‖r‖ ≤ ε , in which case

|〈n,ρ(y)n〉| ≤ 1−Ω
(

1

[K : H]2 log3 |H|

)

+3ε ≤ 1−2ε ,

for ε−1 = Ω([K : H]2 log3 |H|); thus the protocol is sound.

In particular, Theorem 3 shows that, over groups for whichd0
max is constant, the subgroup membership

problem can be solved usingO(log|G|)-bit communication. There is a very beautiful characterization of
such groups: a family of groups has representations of bounded degree if and only each group of the family
has an abelian subgroups of constant index [Glu85]. We thus obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2. Let G be a family of groups each possessing an abelian subgroup of constant index. Then
R1(MEMBG) = O(log|G|).
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A Remarks on the relationship betweenC and Fp representations

Let G be a finite group of exponentm (so m is the smallest integer for whichgm = 1 for all g ∈ G). We
outline a technique for reducingC-representations ofG to Fp-representations in a manner that preserves
irreducibility. For a complete account, see [Ser77]. By a difficult theorem of Brauer (see, e.g., [CR06]), one
may always realize aC-irrep over the fieldQ[ζm] whereζm is a principalmth root of unity. (It is natural to
guess that this might be true, as all eigenvalues of a representation ofG aremth roots of unity.) LetZ[ζm]
be the ring of algebraic integers inQ[ζm] (it so happens that in this cyclotomic caseZ[ζm] is indeed the ring
of algebraic integers). Letp > 2 be a prime, and letP = Z[ζm](p)); this is a prime ideal ofZ[ζm] lying
over p in the sense thatP∩Z = (p). Now, if only the representation could be realized overZ[ζm], we
could simply reduce modP and obtain a representation over an extension ofFp. However, this is either not
always true or just not known to be true by the authors. To fix the problem, one first localizes atP; that
is, we consider the ringZ[ζm]P of all fractions with the property that the denominator liesoutsideP; this
is a principal ideal domain with a single prime (and maximal)idealP. In this case, the representation can
be realized overZ[ζm]P, as this PID generates the whole field as its field of fractions(see [CR06,§73.6]).
Now we can reduce modP; the result is a matrix realization over the fieldZ[ζm]P/P; it is easy to check
that this is an extension of the fieldFp = Z/(p). Furthermore, the dimension of this extension field is
the multiplicative order ofp modulom (the same as the extension of the splitting field of the polynomial
Xm−1 overFp). This immediately gives rise to a representation over the field Fq with q = pordmp ≤ pφ(m).
We remark that this process preserves irreducibility, and induces a complete decomposition ofFp[G] into
irreducible representations.
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